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The case of /for the Raspberry Pi

The Raspberry Pi (or PI) is a wonderful little innovation. It well behoves the railway modeller
to invest in learning about this device, for it has lots of applications that are of interest or
potential interest to us. These include, but are not limited to . . .
o

Octoprint. As explained in an earlier 3DPOTM (Nov 18) A Pi can be used to
drive 3D printers via a web interface. This includes remote monitoring of the
3D print setup by video, controlling multiple printers, and many other features.

o

JMRI / RocRail. These automation systems will happily run on the PI, allowing
a complex layout to be fully or partially automated, controlled by web page,
smartphone etc etc. There’s enough material for a whole series of articles here.
The PI will do it all.

o

Trail cams. The PI can be equipped for a few pounds extra with a physically
tiny but high resolution camera. This allows you to implement all sorts of video
monitoring setups (security cams, helicopter view of the layout, remote view of
the bits of layout you can’t see, etc, etc) . Using the smaller Pi zero W allows
really compact designs to be realized .

o

Advanced Breadboarding. A 40pin GPIO connector breaks out lots of I/O pins
and i2c and SPI interfaces. These can be programmed in any of a dozen
languages and the programs you write can be arbitrarily large, no storage limits
like on Arduino or PICs. Brilliant for DIY automation projects

o

Local server. If you need or want a local server, you no longer need to buy
maintain and house a big server computer. The credit card sized PI can be a
database server, inward web server, application server, or all of the above.

o

Internet Interface. All the internet server functions Router, Access point,
Internet gateway, external web-server, Firewall etc can all be run by a PI of
either size

o

Light Desktop. By adding a monitor and a keyboard the PI becomes a small
but quite powerful desktop computer. You can surf the web, write programs in
any programming language, and do all the things you do on a standard PC.

o

Presenter. You may have noticed that we have used a PI zero W along with a
projector to present at the MERG /WoSAG meetings in Glasgow.

o

Hats! Snap on PCBs include touch screens up to 7", motor drives,GPS,
protoboards, radios, robot interfaces, and a gazillion more. Use Google to see
what I mean!
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The PI comes in three basic flavours, the full size PI, of which the current best
option is the Raspberry PI 3B+, Then there’s the Raspberry Pi Zero, which is smaller,
and of which the current best option is the Raspberry PI Zero W, and lastly the PI
compute module, which provides all of the functionality on a little SODIMM sized
PCB. The compute module needs electronics support, so won’t be considered further
here.
If your interest is piqued then a simple google search will provide dozens of people
willing to sell you a PI. Expect to pay about £30 for the full fat PI 3B+, and about £10
for the PI zero W. You can buy kits which include wall wart power supplies, SD cards
and even cases for a few pounds more, but the point of this 3DPOTM is to provide
pointers to 3D printed cases. There are lots of designs for rPI cases.Apart from 3D
printed ones there are injection moulded and blow moulded plastic ones, laser cut
acrylic,carbon fibre and plywood ones, and CNC’d metal ones, usually in aluminium.
Metal cases have great thermal characteristics, but block wifi, and one of the best
things about the PI is the simple to use wifi on board.
Looking at 3D printed cases, a simple Thingiverse search for ‘raspberry pi case’
throws up 4385 designs. These include laptop cases, cases that look like Nintendo
consoles, open chassis cases, and all sorts of novelty cases. To choose a suitable case
there are a number of criteria that can be applied:
•

If your application includes a ‘hat’ then the case will need to accommodate the
volume of the hat

•

If the PI will be running hard it will run hot. Either a passive heatsink or a fan
might be needed and the case will need to accommodate that.
If the camera module is to be used then either a slot is needed to pass the
Flexible Printed Circuit (FPC) through, or a case that has a port for the camera
will be needed.
The same applies if the GPIO port on the PI is to be used, the case may need to
reflect that.
If not all of the ports are to be used, then it is useful to have ‘knock out’ ports
that can be broken out for those ports that are in use leaving others in place to
stop ingress of dust.
If the device is to be deployed in a ‘hostile’ environment (ie outside), then a
sealed enclosure is a plus.
If the device is to be attached to a monitor, or to a breadboard, then suitable
attachment methods can be designed in.

•

•
•

•
•

The photos below show some of the cases I have used or am using for PI’s . I have
been involved in developing the PI and it’s applications since the device was first
available and have over a dozen different PI lying about. I quite often use the devices
for a single use, for example to monitor ADSB transmissions from aircraft, or monitor
wildlife near a garden pond, and so I have a quite wide variety of cases. Most are
straight from Thingiverse.
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As ever if you wish to discuss, develop or try anything you see here contact myself directly or
Davy the AG convener. Email, snail mail or buttonholing at meetings are all acceptable!

Figure 1 Box of pi’s ready to photograph

Figure 2 Typical Thingiverse case for the pi
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Figure 3 Vesa mounts, screw pi to monitor, instant all in one PC

Figure 4 Pi zero Trail camera, used to photograph wildlife, and to present at MERG Meetings
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Figure 5 Anodised Aluminium keychain Pi Zero

Figure 6 See through ABS case
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Figure 7 This case is stacked sheets of laser cut acrylic

Figure 8 Pi zero in another stacked acrylic case.
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